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Natural aquifer heterogeneity profoundly affects groundwater remediation projects.
To improve treatment strategies we require a better understanding of the effect of
heterogeneity on contaminant movement in aquifers.
Solute monitoring in the field is usually limited to observations of resident concentrations, while flux concentrations govern the movement of solutes in aquifers. Time
moment analysis is often used to estimate flux concentrations from resident concentrations using the velocity field estimated from local breakthrough curves (BTCs). The
influence of heterogeneity on the accuracy of this method is unknown. We investigated the interchangeability of resident and flux concentrations. We also evaluated the
potential of moment analysis based on resident concentrations to estimate passage of
solutes at various cross-sections of an aquifer.
We simulated transport of a solute injected in a vertical plane by steady flow in a
well-defined artificial aquifer. We could therefore exactly determine resident and flux
concentrations. The spatio-temporal distribution of solute passage at various distances
from the injection plane was visualized with leaching surfaces (an assembly of localscale BTCs) based on both resident and flux concentrations. We also calculated BTCs
based on flux concentrations obtained by moment analysis and constructed leaching
surfaces from those as well. The resident concentrations proved unsuitable to assess
solute movement in the aquifer. The moment analysis provided reasonable estimates

of the solute fluxes. However, estimated fluxes show a lower variance than those simulated. The occurrence of narrow regions of high flow needs to be included.

